Antisemitism IT’S A CRIME

• Violence or threats because you are Jewish
• Shouting antisemitic comments in the street
• Antisemitic graffiti on buildings or other property
• Hate mail or antisemitic emails
• Antisemitic posts on social media

Suspicious Activity

• Filming or taking photos for no apparent reason
• Individuals or groups loitering – taking notes or watching people enter or exit
• Suspicious vehicles – parked or frequently passing by
• Unusual or unexpected packages or bags
• Unusual enquiries

ACT NOW DON’T IGNORE IT!

In an emergency always contact the Police on 999, then contact
CST, National Emergency Number (24-hr): 0800 032 3263
If the activity took place in the past, please call the Police non-emergency line 101, then CST, London: 020 8457 9999  Manchester: 0161 792 6666
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